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This accessible book explores how visual problems develop and how they may be reversed
through effective and efficient visual therapy.This introductory guide to behavioral optometry is
a welcome resource for parents and professionals in search of options to help a kid who is
experiencing visual problems.Visible dysfunctions can limit children's concentration, self
esteem and school success as they battle to understand fundamentals such as colours, letters
and how to judge distance. It reduces myths surrounding visual dysfunction and explains in
straightforward terms the various conditions that may be impacting a child's perception, even if
indeed they have perfect sight. The visual therapy found in behavioral optometry retrains the
brain to execute visual skills better. In these pages there's clear help with the array of therapies,
techniques and aids available, all of which could make a profound difference to a child's
lifestyle. With the right help, these obstacles could be overcome, allowing kids to reach their full
potential and see the world clearly.
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  I highly recommend this. Before reading this book, I did so not know very much about
behavioral optometry and eyesight therapy in general. However, several chapters involved with it
and he was spot on describing MY Boy with visual issues. This book was extremely informative
and gave great insight with regards to the different facets of vision therapy. From whence we
came this publication keeps alive and lets thrive the art and technology of Optometry that was
around the complete time. Unfortunately, the health care system does not cover this kind of
therapy so naturally people who are struggling to afford these classes need to default to the
medication companies. It is challenging and pathetic that our health care program would like to
pays the medication companies rather than be ethical and perform the right matter by placing
our children lives and our developing society from a more holistic safer therapy after that
promoting a more drug dependent society. a DAMN SHAME! Thank you Dr.Whoever has a child
with learning process issues, Combine, or any other sort of language processing issue.. please
please go through this book and PLEASE try all you can to access an expert like Dr. Joel
Warshowsky rather than defaulting to drugging your son or daughter. Not all children learn at
the same pace. Five Stars A very easy read and insightful.. she just required more time but more
particularly was a visual "muscle mass" issue that is becoming corrected with prism eyeglasses.
A classic blessing.! W!! Highly informative This book is a wonderful read when it comes to giving
one a new outlook for an alternative solution approach to treating visual problems within the
broad field of optometry and explaining more about behavioral optometry. Many people would
instantly say, " well possess her tested for ADD".It's been about a month now since my child has
been receiving Vision Therapy and her grades have already improved from C and D's to B's and
A's and homework no longer uses her 5+ hours to maybe under an hour! Excellent Book I am
just engaging in the optometry field and this book is excellent in case you are interested in eye
therapy. An extremely recommended read. interesting read I first thought he was an instant who
saw everything only through the zoom lens of his own specialty. I said "No my daughter isn't
Add more and also if she were I'd not immediately default to placing her on medications that will
eventually alter her still growing brain. I today reference this book often. Five Stars Its help me
understand my sons condition. This was my daughters issue. Five Stars Excellent and
educational! The various case research scattered around the book was particularly useful in
understanding how this specialty might help different people.MUST Browse IF YOUR SON OR
DAUGHTER IS FIGHTING SCHOOL My daughter has already established learning issues since
she began college. What Optometry and Board Cert still is. This is a genuine science.
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